How to produce a more
effective email newsletter

How many emails do you receive each day?

Why?

Probably enough that you delete any that
don’t quickly capture your attention and
offer something of interest.

The Nielsen Norman Group says a newsletter — in contrast to a webpage — establishes
an ongoing relationship by:

A well-crafted email newsletter scores on
both fronts, while also helping to build trust,
credibility and respect with your customers.
Customers opt-in for newsletters — meaning
they often want interaction. In a survey, the
Nielsen Norman Group usability research
firm found 69% of respondents said they
looked forward to receiving at least one
email newsletter.1

Feeling personal. The newsletter arrives
in your inbox, sometimes with a personal
salutation.1
Including a social aspect. Many users pass
them along to friends and colleagues.1
Connecting with the audience. Users can
associate emotions with email newsletters
(unlike websites, where functionality
reigns).1
No single format works for every newsletter.
But what makes a good electronic newsletter?
Turn to pages 2 and 3 to learn a few practices
you should pursue — and a few you should
avoid — when
creating an email
newsletter.

How do you make your
email newsletter stand
out from the inbox
crowd? Start with a
businesslike subject line.
Turn to pages 2 and 3
for more tips.

Executive Summary
B A survey found 69% of
respondents said they looked
forward to receiving at least
one email newsletter.1

B By feeling personal and
including a social component,
email newsletters better
connect with an audience
than a website.1

B To achieve the best open rates,
keep the email subject line
simple and straightforward.2

E-newsletter elements: what to avoid
Don’t be vague about frequency

Don’t distract with design

Don’t force the artwork

Publishing weekly, monthly or quarterly lets users know
when to look for the newsletter and decreases the likelihood they’ll confuse it with spam.1 Yet, a 2007 study
found fewer than 7% of major online retailers give
subscribers any idea of how many emails to expect.4

For B2B newsletters, a simple
design can deliver results.6
Typography, logos and visuals
should follow established brand
guidelines.

Research has found that graphics may not have
a substantial effect on response rates.6 In fact,
for B2B marketers, text newsletters actually
achieved higher click rates (5.4% vs. 3.5%) than
those that were equal parts text and images.6

Skip the
introduction
The Nielsen Norman
Group found that
people generally skip
introductory “blah blah
text” in newsletters. In
fact, 2 out of 3 readers
don’t even look at it.3
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Dear Reader,

Don’t hide
Who is this newsletter
from, a vice president
or an intern? How does
the reader contact you
to offer feedback or suggestions? A newsletter
serves as an ambassador
for your company. Give
it an identity.

Welcome to the latest issue of NanoTech Update. We’re continuously striving to bring you the latest news and information from NanoTech. In this
issue, learn about the latest applications of intramolecular field effect transistors. Plus, we’ve launched our latest financing innovation: NanoPay,
an automatic invoice payment service that withdraws money from your account in 0.0001 cent increments. What could be easier?
Enjoy.

Kroto assumes helm of NanoTech research
NanoTech is pleased to announce the ascension of Harold Kroto to the position of Director and Vice President of Resources Assessment and
Allocation for the Department of Research Utilization.
“For my first objective, I expect to maximize our systems of strategic digital and transitional processes,”
says Kroto, who previously worked as a Senior Research Engineer and Utilization Analyst for NanoTech.
“And longer term, I hope to further align the parameters of team competency assessment with our core
interactive competency team processes.”
His ascension marks a true paradigm shift and validation of NanoTech’s customer-support strategies.
NanoTech CEO Koyama E. Oberlin was effusive in his praise of Kroto.
“His research has helped to empower our systematized, web-based mobility solutions,” Oberlin says.

As Dr. Phil says,
“It ain’t about you”
Keep the content about
your readers, not you and
your products. About
80% should focus on
industry trends, reports,
white papers, customer
issues and links to thirdparty content.

Now it’s easier for NanoTech to collect payment
NanoTech recently launched its innovative NanoPay system—a system so foolproof, even a Cal-Tech grad could enroll.
With NanoPay, it automatically withdrawals 0.0001 cents from your account every 0.00000000000001 second.
“It’s just like most of the other online bill pay setups,” says NanoTech Chief Finance Officer G. Howe Tennent.
“Only this one continuously withdraws money from our clients. I think this is going to revolutionize our accounting
systems,” Tennent says.
NanoTech will require any client billing more than $500,000 in a calendar year or $5,000 in a fiscal year.
“NanoPay is even easier to figure out than duel polarization interferometry,” says Professor Nori Taniguchi, whose
university was one of the first to sign on to NanoPay.

Win a trip to Geneva!
Sign a friend up for our email newsletter and we’ll enter your name for a chance
to win a 4-day, 5-night trip to Geneva for an exclusive, behind-the-scenes tour of

Watch those
incentives
A 2007 study
recommends avoiding
incentives that attract
freebie-seekers—people
who sign up only for a
shot at a prize.5

the Large Hadron Collider. The more friends you sign up, the better your chance
of winning. Enter today!

E-newsletter elements: what to emulate
When to send

Keep the subject line businesslike

Keep incentives relevant

A study of 2.7 billion emails by
a software solutions firm found
that while there’s no best day to
send email, Fridays demonstrated
the highest open rate (39.6%).7

A 2007 study found the most opened emails were
those with simple and straightforward subject lines.2
Remember, the best subject lines tell the reader what’s
inside. The worst subject lines sell what’s inside.
(Tip: Avoid using help, percent off or reminder.2)

Incentives can work, but be careful.
The Email Experience Council
suggests offering product discounts
or free shipping—incentives that
spur interaction with your brand.5
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In this issue

Issues in nanotechnology

Article: Intramolecular field effect transistors

Medical diagnostics on horizon, Lukyanovich asserts

Article: Spintronics: Fad or future?

Diagnostic medical devices are the next broad application for intramolecular field effect transistors, a leading nanotechnology researcher says.

Brief: New NanoPay System
Brief: NanoCon 2008

Dr. Sumio Lukyanovich, addressing the 14th annual Nanotech Congress in Reykjavic, Iceland,
last week said the era is near when nanotechnology will render obsolete invasive procedures
such as biopsies or colonoscopies.

Quick links

“Within five years, you’ll be able to receive a colonoscopy with no more discomfort than sticking
out your tongue to say ‘aaaah’,” Lukyanovich said.
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He predicts this acceleration of progress because of the recent breakthroughs in intramolecular
field effect transistors. “We’re just beginning to grasp the full applications,” he says. [full article]

NanoTech Update Discussion Board
National Nanotech Initiative

Place your logo high
on the page. One study
found that placing the
logo toward the bottom
of the page “generates
even less interest among
a target audience than
not including any logo
at all.”6

Related articles
Lukyanovich: A man ahead of his time
Ethicists weigh in on intramolecular breakthroughs
Related applications of intramolecular field effect transistors

Journal of Nanotechnology
Society for Nanotech Advancement

Interact
Join our mailing list
Share this newsletter with a friend
Contact Us
Privacy policy

.ANO#ON 
Register now for NanoCon 2008 in
Barbados. First 500 to enroll receive
$350 discount. Sign up HERE

Spintronics: A fad, or the future?

NanoPay: The easier way

An article in the latest issue of Nanotechnology Tomorrow delves into the possibilities
for the future of spintronics. Researcher Rob
Fuller argues that the field of spintronics will
never materialize on a mass scale because
zinc oxide doped with cobalt ions won’t
sustain the requisite degree of magnetism.
Countering, however, is Munib Nachimuthu,
who argues that the emergence of synthesizing crystalline films holds promise of almost
limitless applications for spintronics.

NanoTech recently launched its innovative
NanoPay system. Sign up HERE.

See complete article HERE

Similar to online bill paying, NanoPay
automatically bills a fraction of a cent to your
account every, well, nanosecond.
“Some of our clients told us they were having
trouble producing budgeting forecasts and
balance sheets with the degree of accuracy
they sought. Our old calculation—to onehundredths of a cent—was obsolete,” says
Richard Feynman, NanoTech’s director of
new product development.
See complete article HERE

Use design to aid
navigation
Create a hierarchy of
information using font
sizes, colors and styles
to help readers easily
navigate through the
information in your
newsletter.
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To unsubscribe, click HERE

Pursue subscribers & encourage
communication
Make communication easy. After all, people leave
jobs and change email addresses. Some get burnt
out by email fatigue.7 Organizations that routinely
trim their lists experience better click-through
rates.7 And by keeping your list current, you can
try to re-engage those who opt out.

Facilitate scanning & vary story length
“Newsletters must be designed to facilitate scanning,” the Nielsen Norman
Group advises, noting that users spend an average of 51 seconds on each
newsletter.1 If you want a lot of readers, focus on short, scannable content.8
If you want people who really need a solution, focus on comprehensive
coverage (this is especially beneficial to companies selling targeted
solutions to complicated problems).8 The Nielsen Norman Group suggests
mixing briefs and in-depth coverage, mirroring the users’ interests.
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